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The French version of the phrase ‘One for 
All and All for One’ was made famous by 
Alexandre Dumas in the 1844 novel The 

Three Musketeers. It is still popular in 
Switzerland, Italy, and other parts of the world. 
In fact, for about 3 decades I heard this phrase 
proclaimed by the Don Bosco Youth Centre 
youngsters of Broadway, Basin Bridge and 
Kilpauk in the Chennai Region, South 
India. ‘One for All and All for One,’ is 
still the final yell of the Don Bosco 
football players after a match and 
after a social gathering. This I 
believe fosters unity and peace in 
Don Bosco communities. When this 
yell becomes a lifestyle among many 
in a team, in a school, or in a family, then 
peace in the world is made possible. As 
the Musketeers stayed loyal to each other, the 
members of a family must stay together 
through thick and thin of life. This will pave the 
way to unity in a family and peace in the world.  

Peace in families determines peace in the 
world. Peace in the world is possible when 

there is care and respect for each one in a 
family. When each one experiences love and 
care in a family and has a respectful place in a 
society to make a living, they become the 
agents of peace. When such individuals make 
up the world, the world becomes a home 
where justice, fraternity, and peace reigns. In 
his message for the 54th World Day of Peace, 

held on 1 January 2021, Pope Francis 
appealed to the international 

community and every individual to 
foster a culture of care as a path to 
peace. This can be done by 
advancing on the “path of fraternity, 
justice and peace between 

individuals, communities, peoples and 
nations. There can be no peace without 

a culture of care,” he addressed to the 
heads of state and government, leaders of 
international organizations, spiritual leaders 
and followers of the different religions, and to 
people of good will. 

You will agree with me that what we see in 
the world is only a reflection of the reality 
within each family. The leaders emerge from 
families and the society deserves the 
leaders they nature in the families. 
Live in peace in families and the 
world will not be shattered to 
pieces.
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S. Joseph Mohanraj
(editor - THE POST)

ONE FOR ALL AND 
ALL FOR ONE.

Sir… Post…!
A SMILE IS 

THE 
BEGINNING OF 

PEACE.

What can you do to promote world 
peace? Go home and love your fam-
ily.

Whenever you share love with others, you’ll 
notice the peace that comes to you and to them.

If we have no peace, it is because we have 
forgotten that we belong to each other.

Let us use love and compassion. Peace 
begins with a smile. Smile five times a day at 
someone you don’t really want to smile at all. 
Do it for peace.

All works of love are works of peace.
— Mother Teresa

Fr. P T Joseph sdb 
A friend of SIGA

editor’s 
desk

Path of fraternity, 
justice and peace 
between 
individuals, 
communities, 
peoples and 
nations. There can 
be no peace 
without a culture 
of care
Pope Francis
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In the race of education, we 
seek to have knowledge that 
brings us peace in chaos. In 
the race of employment, we 
aspire to achieve financial 
peace and in the race of 
mental wellness we aim to 
find a kind of peace that we 
dearly cherish

very time we choose to run in one of the many 
races in life the ultimate prize that we seek, 
somehow seems to be one or the other type of 
peace. In the race of education, we seek to have 
knowledge that brings us peace in chaos. In the 
race of employment, we aspire to achieve 
financial peace and in the race of mental 
wellness we aim to find a kind of peace that we 
dearly cherish – one that assures happiness and 
freedom from the shackles of the world. Even 
though we seek and run after peace almost 
every moment of our lives – and in spite of many 
a times achieving peace – it always seems to 
allude us in the most mysterious of ways. It’s 
right there in our hands at a moment and gone 
the next and I believe it is safe to say that this 

happens because of all the expectations that 
we place on ourselves, on others and on 

life. One expectation after the other 
shattering peace within seconds, 
because we just cannot seem to stop 
running after the next best option 
constantly. Peace alluding us is a 
term we’d have to reconsider and 
rather say that we allude peace.

Let me tell you how. Now it does 
not take books on rocket science 
and principles of aerodynamics to 
for one to suggest that we build our 

lives around expectations. Right from 
birth, we are expected to check of a 

million things on a list that was most 
definitely not put together by ourselves. 

But instead by those who surround us and 
interestingly even by those who do not 

surround us. ‘What will the world say?’ is a 
question we must have heard at least once in 
our lifetime. A world so huge that none of us 
seen it all and yet are expected to live according 
to it. Funny, isn’t it? But each step of the way as 
we live up to expectations that wouldn’t matter 
in the next two years, and as we seem to be 
placing even worse expectations on ourselves 
– to be better, to live better and to fit into the 
idea of a “perfect” human being better – don’t 
you think dear reader, that we are losing 
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ourselves each and every step of the way? In 
the pretense that we will get something amazing 
out of all these, aren’t we blindly turning away 
from what gift we already have at this very 
moment?

The world is a cruel place. Let us establish 
that; but of course, there is always the other 
side. Linking each of us as human beings with 
the strings of humanity that we find in instances 
that involve a young little lad helping an old lady 
to cross the street or middle – aged woman 
takes to cooking for a homeless man living in 
the alleys beside her house. Or maybe even the 
time when you what you though you were 
giving was extremely little and insignificant, but 
it was out of selfless love and there is nothing 
bigger than that. These little moments – big or 
small – make the world a better place to live in 
and yet wars seem inevitable, don’t they? Wars 
between countries, between religions, between 
castes and races, between two people and 
within oneself. All these wars equally strenuous 
and equally life – changing. Let’s come to think 
of it, because all we have to do these days is to 
switch on our phones or open the newspapers 
and smack on our faces are words after words 
of hate, war, discrimination, violence against 
children, women, men, poor, minority and 
whatnot. The reader’s routine of having their 
dinner is a dream for another, while a student’s 
agony of sitting in classes for an education is 
unthinkable and even dangerous to think of in 
certain countries where freedom is limited to 
being allowed to breathe. And breathe only.  

Now let us talk about peace, shall we? It has 
become a very common and an easily thrown 
around word. We take one bite of our favorite 
food and say it makes us feel peaceful. A day 
off? Peaceful. Raining when you’re sitting by 
the window with a hot cup of coffee and fritters? 
Peaceful. Now these are things that I would 
absolutely die for to have as well. But aren’t we 
always talking about another on which we place 
our expectation and create a sense of 
dependency, hoping that it or they or anything 
else for that matter, other than ourselves will 
give us peace? And if we think in that context, 
what is peace? In the moments when we 
complain about wanting to have more money, 
expensive clothes, cars, houses and a lifestyle 
that would never make us feel worthless about 
ourselves, are we sure that we would not seek 
the next best thing to that when we achieve it? 
And in the moments that I would like to 
introduce to you now – when we know, we don’t 
have to beg for our next meal, don’t have to get 
shot for asking for an education, don’t have to 
sleep in toilets and don’t have to live in constant 
fear of death every day because you cannot ask 
for as basic a right as to empowerment.

How does that make us feel then? Better 
about ourselves, sad about not being able to 
do anything about it, thankful for what we have, 
hopeful that times will change for everybody, 

or peaceful for knowing that it is in you to bring 
that change? I’d like to introduce you to a book 
that I’m currently on – ‘The Power of Now’ by 
Eckhart Tolle. A book that states many things 
of which one notion that stands out to me is 
that we, as human beings have been severely 
tied to our past in terms of regret and our future 
in terms of anxiousness. But never in the now 
that has given us the gift of breathing at this 
moment, the access for you to be able to have 
a phone on which you use your power of 
education to read these very words and at the 
same time being a person who enables one 
purpose after the other, as a chain reaction of 
our thoughts and actions to become prominent 
changes in this universe. We are all made of 
stardust; of particles that were created when 
the universe was born. Chemistry class now, 
isn’t it? Well, the ultimatum is that every time 
we seek to run after peace that we religiously 
place on anything other than ourselves, we are 
only running away from the power of our own 
mind that has lost itself in the pressures of the 
world. Here’s to the painter, the singer, the 
dancer, the poet, the problem solver and the 
imaginative creator in you, offering you peace 

and hoping that one day you’d unleash them. 
Here’s to know that we are the sources of our 
happiness and peace. 
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Annette Haveela Joseph
UNICEF Youth Advocate

MSW, 2nd Year, Christ University,  
Bengaluru.

D/o. Joseph Mohanraj  
(editor - THE POST)

HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU SAT 
DOWN FOR JUST A MINUTE 

OR TWO, JUST BY YOURSELF 
DOING NOTHING AND 

THOUGHT, ‘I’M FREE. FREE, 
AND AT PEACE WITH 

MYSELF’?
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Every year, the observance of International 
Day of peace occurs on 21st September. 
This year, the UN has declared this as a day 

“devoted to strengthening the ideals of peace, 
through observing 24 hours of non-violence and 
cease-fire.” The theme for the International Day 
of Peace - 2021 is “RECOVERING BETTER FOR 
AN EQUITABLE AND SUSTAINABLE WORLD”. 
As the world observes the Day of Peace, we must 
think about it more deeply, because the world has 
lost its peace indeed seemingly. Besides, what is 
peace after all? Is peace internal or external? Can 
an outside factor make me peaceful or I myself 
have to make? The exploration should transcend 
the peripheral sphere.

Everyone wants peace of mind. “I want to have 
a peaceful life”: It is a normal and recurrent 
expression. Human life is being devastated by 
diverse problems, trials and desires. In history, 
when humans started living in a permanent place, 
the needs increased and peace decreased. Those 
who live in hut crave for terrace houses and those 
who live in terrace roof go to the mountains and 
live in huts for days. It is a paradox and tells the 
tale of comforts and money does make a person 
peaceful. Then, what is it that makes the humans 
peaceful? A serious and deeper reflection is 
required. 

 “Peace be with you” (Jn. 20, 19) – the first 
words of Jesus when he met the disciples after 
the resurrection. Peace was a requirement for the 
disciples because they were frightened by the 
death of Jesus and lost the hope of rebuilding 
Israel. Moreover, they were not able to believe 
wholeheartedly that Jesus is alive again. 
Consequently, when Jesus meets the disciples 
after resurrection, he greets them with peace. 
However, the words of Jesus have an in-depth 
meaning of promoting peace in the world 
externally as well as internally. For Jesus, peace 

must be established in the minds of 
the disciples to share the peace with 
others, in the world. Jesus succeeded 
in it and after the ascension of Jesus, 
the disciples were able to make a 
change in the world. Nonetheless, do 
the disciples succeed in attaining the 
peace envisioned by Jesus or Christianity? 
This question is yet to be explored and 
remains a mystery. Above all, all the religions 
in the world promote peace.

When the Taliban seized Kabul and the 
power in Afghanistan, many countries expressed 
the apprehension about the future of the world. 
The Taliban celebrates the victory of their war and 

liberation of 
their country. 
The world feels that 
the peace of it has been lost 
after the failure of 20 years of war. How do we 
reconcile this view? How do we interpret this 
view? This view indeed obviously represents that 
the concept peace is relative. Each one 
understands the concept differently. Institute for 
Economics and Peace has published The Global 
Peace Index 2021, and it enumerates Afghanistan 
is the most least peaceful country among the 163 
countries it studied. The reason for this is political 
instability, militarisation and terrorism. However, 
a certain amount of people in Afghanistan does 
not wish a foreign rule or a West-supported 
puppet rule. They wish that their men should rule 
them. Consequently, when the last aircraft of 
America left Afghanistan, they celebrated their 
liberation. From the perspective of the so-called 
global politicians, the Afghans seem to be under 
threat in Taliban regime. From the perspective of 

t h e 

Taliban, 
they wish 

t o  r u l e 
t h e m s e l ve s 

without the global 
intervention. Now, how 

to describe the loss of 
peace in Afghanistan or can we 

say that peace will be established in 
Afghanistan. Both are in a way not possible and 
unwanted. In fact, the Taliban regime is not stable 
and the women are protesting against the male 
dominated government and it is feared if there 
will be peace at all in the region. A certain amount 
of veracity is that the peaceful living of the people 
is under threat. 

However, is India a peaceful country, where 
you can live peacefully? A few days back, a 
21-year-old woman, a resident of Delhi’s Sangam 
Vihar, was reportedly gang raped and murdered 
in Haryana’s Faridabad. The woman, a civil defence 
officer, was reportedly picked up when she was 
returning from work in Lajpat Nagar, and her body 
was dumped after being gang raped and 
murdered. Privatisation is on its peak in India. At 
present, the wellbeing of the people, the ecological 
conservation, establishment of the right of the 

WHERE IS 
PEACE?

 “PEACE BE 
WITH YOU” 

(Jn. 20, 19) – the first words of Jesus when he 
met the disciples after the resurrection
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people, freedom of expression and the like are 
under suspension. The sole aim of the government 
is bringing up the corporates and thus orients 
towards corruption and scams. Where can we 
search for peace when there is no way for basic 
needs? 

The whole world is not at peace for the past 
two years. Corona virus has occupied the place 
of peace. The people are frightened whether they 
will live or not. The world is preoccupied with the 
future. Mask, vaccine, lock down, social distance 
and the like have created a disturbance in the life 
of the people. People have lost their freedom and 
are expected to be inside home. The loss of 
employment and income have increased the 
sufferings of the people. However, the multinational 
corporate companies have no problem. They have 
increased their income to the level of unimagined 
percentage.

The message of the UN for the International 
Day of Peace goes like this: “In 2021, as we heal 
from the COVID-19 pandemic, we are inspired to 
think creatively and collectively about how to help 
everyone recover better, how to build resilience, 
and how to transform our world into one that is 
more equal, more just, equitable, inclusive, 
sustainable, and healthier. The pandemic has been 
accompanied by a surge in stigma, discrimination, 
and hatred, which only cost more lives instead of 
saving them: the virus attacks all without caring 
about where we are from or what we believe in. 
Confronting this common enemy of humankind, 
we must be reminded that we are not each other’s 
enemy. To be able to recover from the devastation 
of the pandemic, we must make peace with one 
another.”

Therefore, the UN entreats the whole world to 
bring up a peaceful atmosphere in the world. 
Indeed, the world has lost its peace due to this 
Covid-19. The governments, the politicians and 
the leaders of the world have a greater 
responsibility of removing the fear from the minds 
of the people and creating a new, peaceful world. 
Will it happen? The governments, the politicians 
and the leaders are behind the corporates. The 
corporates are behind money. All these sects have 
forgotten that money never gives peace and life. 
We have experienced in the last two years that 
money never saved someone’s life. 

The report of Global Peace Index 2021 records 
that Covid-19 Pandemic has increased violence 
and it has indicated three domains of this unrest: 
“safety and security, on-going conflict and 
militarisation. At least 158 countries recorded 
pandemic-related violence between January 2020 
and April 2021. These incidents ranged from 
individual attacks to anti-lockdown demonstrations 
that turned violent.  In all, there were around 5,000 
such incidents, according to the Global Peace 
Index 2021.”

The report gives the two shades of peace: 

negative peace and positive peace. Negative 
peace is, the report says, “the absence of violence 
and the absence of fear of violence.” Positive 
peace is characterized “not just by a lack of fear 
and violence but also by the structures and 
institutions in place within a country to create and 
maintain peace.” “Higher levels of positive peace 
are statistically linked to greater income growth, 
better environmental outcomes, higher levels of 
wellbeing, better developmental outcomes and 
stronger resilience,” the report says.

The UN has not forgotten to reflect on the 
issue of climate change and the responsibility of 
the people in the world towards building up a 
healthy ecosystem to have a peaceful coexistence 
with the mother earth. The message of the UN is 
that “we must make peace with nature. Despite 
the travel restrictions and economic shutdowns, 
climate change is not on pause. What we need is 
a green and sustainable global economy that 
produces jobs, reduces emissions, and builds 
resilience to climate impacts.” In fact, the mother 
earth is not at peace. The climate change has 
created an apprehension about the future of the 
planet earth and the existence of human beings. 
The craze for money has impelled the corporates 
to exploit the minerals of the earth to the extent 
that the cry of the mother earth is still echoing in 
the ears of human beings. Wild fire, heavy floods 
and high temperature are the signs that the 
mother earth is losing its peace. If the mother 
earth is losing its peace, it is not possible for the 
human beings to exist in the universe. We need a 
transcendental balanced ecosystem in the 
universe. Each nation should transcend from its 
own wellbeing and look into the wellbeing of the 
whole world.

Global Peace Index 2021 gives vision for 
building up positive peace. The following image 
shows the essential requirements of a peaceful 
society. There are eight components that make a 
peaceful society or country: 

In short, it insists on a good government and 
a good leader. The categories that are shown in 
the figure prefigure that loss of anyone of the 
categories indeed disturbs the peace of the 
society. Based on this figure, look at the situation 
of India and especially Tamil Nadu. Peace is 
not possible in India, because all these 
eight categories are missing from 
Indian society. Precisely, we 
have no leaders who strive for 
these categories. 

T h e  p r e s e n t 
government sides with 
the corporates and 
justifies its action as if 
the voters are not 
important but vote bank 
is important. The fuel 
p r i c e  h i k e , 
unemployment, unwanted 
laws ,  se l l ing publ ic 
properties to corporate 
companies and in short, 
privatisation, globalisation and 
liberalisation have done havoc to the life 
of the people and people are disturbed as how 
to lead a peaceful life. In Tamil Nadu, the real 
identity of the Tamil is being buried in the name 
of the deceptive dravidian. The nomenclature 
dravidian has nothing to do with the Tamil people 
except enslaving them. The government wants 
this term for its political cheating but vote of the 
Tamil people is needed. During the election, call 
them as Tamil, but after winning the election call 
them dravidian. Is it not a paradox? Once again, 
they prove the vote bank politics. This indicates 
the deceptive politics. The leaders, who are 
responsible to build up peace in the society, are 
creating division in the society. Then, how will 
peace be established?

 Peter and Douglas, in a recent article, 
“What Can We Learn from the World’s Most 
Peaceful Societies?” (JUNE 7, 2021) describe five 
important aspects for the promotion of peace:

The promotion of common identities (like 
Tamil people), 

The Greater positive interconnectedness and 
independence in the realms of economics, 
ecology, and security. 

Stronger non-warring norms, values, rituals, 
and symbols, like commemorations of successful 
peacemakers and monuments that celebrate the 
prevention of war. 

Peace language in the press. 
A greater degree of peace leadership from 

politicians, corporations, clergy, and 
community activists, who help establish a 
vision and set a course toward peace 
can help to establish peace in the 

society.
They enumerate that “Humans mostly study 

the things we fear—cancer, depression, violence, 
and war—and so we have mostly studied peace 
in the context or aftermath of war.” They allege 
that we have neglected to study the peaceful 
communities, societies and nations and 
consequently the model of these communities. 
They give an example of peace leadership: “Peace 
leadership occurred, for instance, when the 

Iroquois peace prophet unified five warring 
tribes and replaced the weapons of war 

with dialogue and consensus 
seeking.” They conclude their 

studies with the following 
observation: “Peace exists 
today in pockets all around 
the globe, and that the 
more we study and learn 
from such societies, the 
higher our chances of 
building a global peace 
system for all. Peace is 
possible—and the more 

we understand, the more 
probable it becomes.”

 Finally, is there 
peace in the world? The answer 

to this question remains open, 
because the answer is ‘yes’ and ‘no.’ 

There are peaceful societies and warring societies. 
From our context, we have been losing our 
peacefulness. India stands 135 among 163 
countries as the Global Peace Index 2021 indicates. 
For the past 10 years, the peace has been 
decreasing. What are we going to do? The reason 
is that all know that our leaders are corrupt and 
come to power only to swindle money. But, who 
does fight against them? We are satisfied with a 
job, good salary and a comfortable life. We are 
least bothered what happens in the society. To 
establish peace in the society, everyone is 
responsible. This awareness must be kindled in 
everyone. Until then, Where is Peace?

Fr. A. Jokens
Rome, Italy
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JÚ ùTi, RuàûPV Tu²WiÓ 
YV§p Õ\Y\m ×L Ø¥Ü ùNnÕ, 

T§ù]hPôYÕ YV§p ÅhûP ®hÓ 
ùY°úV±, Rôu Guß CpXôÕ, CkR 
EXLjûRúV RuàûPV ÏÓmTUôn 
Tô®jÕ, NL U²RoL°u YôrdûL 
úUmTP RuàûPV Cß§ Sôs YûW JÚ 
ùTi úTôWô¥dùLôiúP CÚkRôo  
Gu\ôp AÕ Auû] ùRWNôûY R®W 
úYß VôWôL CÚdL Ø¥Ùm.

Auû] ùRúWNô R]Õ úNûY«p 
TX AYUô]eLû[Ùm Nk§jRôo , 
CYtû\ùVpXôm LPkúR CYo TX 
úNûYLû[ ùNnÕs[ôo , CYWÕ 
YôrdûL«X CPmùTt\ ¨Lr®p JÚ 
¨LrúY CÕ:

A§LôûX«úXúV GÝkÕ Ï°jÕ 
®hÓ, ùRÚ ùRÚYôLl úTôn VôNLm 
úLhÓ R]Õ úNûY ûUVeLÞdÏ 
¨§ §WhÓYÕ YZdLm. JÚ Sôs, JÚ 
LûPdÏ Øu ùNuß ¨uß VôNLm 
úLhÓd ùLôiÓ CÚkRôo. AkRd 
LûPdLôWo ùYt±ûX TôdÏ úTôhÓd 
ùLôiÓ TôojÕm TôodLôRÕ úTôp 
CÚkRôo. LûPdLôW¬Pm CÚkÕ 
GûRVôYÕ Yôe¡P úYiÓm Guß 
Eß§ÙPu ùRôPokÕ úLhÓd ùLôiúP 
CÚkRôo. LûPdLôWo ùRWNôûY 
úLôTUôL TôojÕ ®hÓ. ùRWNô ¿h¥V 
ûL«p Gf£ûXj Õl©]ôo. 

AlúTôÕ Ntßm U]m R[WôUp 
ªdL Su±!!! ¿eLs ùLôÓjRÕ  
G]dÏ, Gu ®Ó§«p CÚdÏm A]ôûR 
ÏZkûRLÞdÏ HRôYÕ ùLôÓeLs 
Guß úLhPôo 

AkRd LûPdLôWo. ClT¥ JÚ 
N¡l×jRuûU EûPV ùTiûQ 
ClùTôÝÕRôu ØRu Øû\VôL 
Tôod¡ú\u Guß á± ®hÓ ùSô¥l 
ùTôÝ§p LpXôlùTh¥«p CÚkR 
ùUôjR TQjûRÙm GÓjÕ Auû] 
ùRWNô ¿h¥V CÚ ûLL°Ûm ûYjÕ 
®hPôo. 

Cß§ ùYt± ùRWNôÜdÏjRôu. 
ClT¥ ùRWNô®u JqùYôÚ ùYt±«u 
©u]¦«Ûm TpúYß AYUô]eLs 
CÚkR].

TXo AÚYÚjÕ JÕeÏm úTôÕ 

Auû]Ùm AYWÕ NúLôR¬LÞm 
ùRôÝ úSôVô°L°u WQeLÞdÏm 
EsLôVjÕdÏm UÚk§hP]o. 
AYoLÞdÏ Au× Gàm ®Úk§hP]
o. BWmTj§p 12 Lu²UôoLÞPu 
ùRôPe¡V AYÚûPV Missionaries 
of Charity AûUl× RtúTôÕ 500dÏm 
úUtThP ¨ûXVeL[ôL ®¬YûPkÕ 
132 SôÓL°p CVe¡ YÚ¡u\].

Eu]R Auû]«u E«oêfÑ 
1997m BiÓ CúR ùNlPmTo IkRôm 
úR§ AYWÕ 87YÕ YV§p ¨u\ úTôÕ 
GRtÏm LXeLôR LiLÞm L£kR].

Rôm YôrkR úTôÕ AY¬PªÚkR 
ùNôjùRpXôm êuß ùYsû[f 
úNûXLÞm JÚ £ÛûYÙm JÚ  
ù_TUôûXÙm Rôu. B]ôp 
®ûXU§lTt\ AuûT UhÓm AYo 
AØR ÑW©VôL As°Vs°  
YZe¡]ôo. AR]ôpRôu JÚ L®Oo 
AYûW NôdLûPúVôWf NkR§dÏm 
NôUWm Å£V éUWm Guß YÚ¦jRôo. 
Au©tÏ Auû] ùRúWNô Gu\ ×§V 
CXdLQjûR Cuß CqÜXLm Ltßd 
ùLôi¥Úd¡\Õ

CYÚdÏ ¡ûPjR ®ÚÕLs:
1962:  TjU c ®ÚÕ
1971:  23YÕ úTôl _ôu AûU§ ®ÚÕ
1971: Ïh NU¬hPu ®ÚÕ
1971: ùLu]¥ ®ÚÕ
1972:  NoYúRN ×¬kÕQoÜdLô] _

YaoXôp úSÚ ®ÚÕ
1973: ùPm ©sPu ®ÚÕ
1977:  Ce¡Xôk§u úLm©¬hw 

TpLûXdLZLm YZe¡V PôdPo 
ThPm

1979: AûU§dLô] úSôTp T¬Ñ
1982:  ùTp´Vm SôhÓ TpLûXdLZLm 

YZe¡V PôdPo ThPm
1985:  ÑRk§WjÕdLô] ©¬£ùPuµVp 

®ÚÕ
1996:  AùU¬dLô®u ùL[WYl ©Wû_

B]ôÛm Au× UhÓúU EX¡p 
¨ûXVôL CÚdÏm GuTÕ Auû] 
ùRúWNô®u YôrdûL«X CÚkÕ Sôm 
Ltß ùLôs[ úYi¥V TôPm.

AûU§«u ×Wh£

Auû] ùRWNôùRWNô

L®Rô 
BpToh
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“Peace cannot be kept by force it can 
only be achieved by understanding”  
says the great scientist Albert 

Einstein.
The absence of war doesn’t promise  peace..
Quietness or silence shouldn’t be 

misunderstood as peace...
If that is so then what is peace?
A million dollar question which nobody can 

answer, Yes ,the definition for peace is defined 
by  individual depending on each one’s  state 
of mind. What appears to be  calm, serene and 
peaceful  to one person may  not  be appealing 
to the other.

The interpersonal relationship cannot define 
peace, but the intrapersonal relationship will 
help to understand it better.

An inward journey
 Knowing one’s own self;
 Understanding the limitations one has;
 Accepting the flaws;
 Readiness for change;
  Willing to let go things that cannot be 

changed;
 Not letting an external matter to influence;
  Wanting to grow and progress in one’s 

own pace;
 Having great self respect;
 Surrendering to the creator....
All these aspects  would help a person to 

build  intrapersonal relationship.

The purpose of life:
When person is able  to live connected with 

the soul, Knowing that life on Earth is a short 
journey which will lead each of  us  into eternity, 
That would be  the place where peace prevails.

If the uncertainty of life is understood by a 

person, that sense gifts your life  with peace.

Peace in society:
“Man is a social animal “ from the life of a 

nomad ... to a civilized and cultured life humanity 
has lost one of its greatest possessions, yes that 
is peace.....

When man was successful with all the 
inventions and sophisticated life he was losing 
peace..... The more inventions and discoveries 

and  comforts and so on and so forth  have taken 
away  peace. As human beings turned into more 
and more egoistic...  selfish .....& self centred

Peace was  deteriorating. People who talk 
about the actuality of peace  have become a 
laughing stock. Mankind  is in search of peace 
all around.. in vain.

Peace can be found only  when a person is 
contented with his limitations. only then it can 
be experienced shared in the society.

This is a constant effort  .... Periodically to be 

tested.. Meditations would lubricate for the  
smoothness of this vehicle, peace wagen,  self 
control and self confidence are like the 
accelerator and the gear. So get onto your peace 
wagen, which will be customised only by you 
You are the sole owner for your peace it can 
neither be taken nor be given.

A person who enjoys inner peace can create 
ripples which will reach  till the end of the world, 
let us all join hands and make our own efforts 
for  peace to be grounded on earth.

th
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LET’S UNMASK 
OURSELVES TO 

DISCOVER THE REAL 
PEACE

“Peace cannot be 
kept by force it can 
only be achieved by 

understanding”
says Albert Einstein
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JESUS SAID: Peace I leave with you; My 
[perfect] peace I give to you; not as the 
world gives do I give to you. Do not let 

your heart be troubled, nor let it be afraid. [Let 
My perfect peace calm you in every circum-
stance and give you courage and strength for 
every challenge.] John 14:27

The number one craving in the hearts of 
every individual, be it of tangibility or 
intangibility; is that every person seeks to have 
peace. Some strive to derive peace from 
happiness, but, sadly, such happiness is 
confused for hedonism, which is the pursuit of 
pleasure and sensual, self-indulgence.

We live in a materialistic, clustered world of 
greed, like chasing after the wind with the hope 
to capture it in our pockets; and by that pursuit, 
many have become godless, heartless and 
merciless, only to realize that vanity of vanity, 
all such pursuits are worthless. Some have gone 
ever farther from the truth that the Holy Bible 

describes as, “slanderers, God-haters, insolent, 
arrogant and boastful; they invent ways 

of doing evil…” Romans 1:30 NIV
Ever wondered what causes a 

group such as the Taliban to kill its 
own people? What causes a lover 
to betray, cheat and jail the 
other? It’s the war that has been 
waging in the hearts of such 
individuals that has manifested 
itself as a monster. Why did Ted 
Bundy, the American serial 
killer, kidnap, rape and murder 

young girls and women in the 
1970s? Or, why did the proverbial 

harlot of Sherwood Park or Shelly 
Prasad, destroy the lives of innocent 

migrant men who had come to the 

western world in the hope of a good life? In 
India, why did a gang of men rape and torture 
an innocent woman in a moving vehicle in 2012, 
leading to her untimely death? It is because of 
the peace that was missing in the lives of such 
deranged people, that over a period of time, 
they had a need to fill some void, and many 
have become evildoers as they’ve filled their 
lives with evil, rather than with peace.

Perhaps more wars have been waged in the 
name of love and religion, as is prevalent today. 
In the most developed nations, racial 
discrimination is a plague that has demoralized 
an entire nation. Such discrimination appears 
to stem from a sense of superiority as the 
ideology of Nazism, but, in realty, it actually is 
an inferiority complex, aiming at becoming 
superior. Why do nations conspire and attack 
the sovereignty of another nation that is 
peaceful? What is the need of nuclear weapons? 
Well, we as a human race have become insecure, 
in our own sense of security. During my duty 
station at the UN office in Vienna, where the 
International Atomic Energy Agency – IAEA, an 
agency that oversees the peaceful use of 
nuclear energy is based, I could only wonder at 

the development of nuclear weapons 
with over 2000 nuclear tests 

conducted to date and about 
12,400 reportedly remain in 

the world. World powers 
seem to have not learned 

lessons from when the 
U n i t e d  S t a t e s 
d e t o n a t e d 

two nuclear weapons over the 
J a p a n e s e  c i t i e s 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki on 6 
and 9 August 1945, respectively. 
The two bombings killed 
between 129,000 and 226,000 
people, most of whom were 
civilians, and remain the only 
use of nuclear weapons in 
armed conflict. You see, 
innocent lives are always lost at 
the cost of evildoers; be it at a 
national level, international 
conflict, or, in the raging hearts of 

restless people.
Diplomacy and dialogue has lost its essence 

in this prideful world, be it in geopolitics or in 
personal lives. The very person that says, “Lets 
communicate to solve our problems” have been 

the architect of such problems, 
and when asked to resolve 

these issues, they evade answering or clarifying, 
and some of them claim to be experts in conflict 
resolution. Such is the depravity of the restless 
human soul. 

With over fifteen years as a counselor, I’ve 
seen all types of people who have been hurt, 
broken and their lives utterly destroyed because 
of the acts of evil people. When I had confronted 
a person who had destroyed the happiness of 
a family, and said that what this person had done 
was evil, the person replied by saying, there is 

no such thing as evil. I replied by saying, 
one look at what you have done is 
enough to prove the existence of 
not just evil, but of the devil. No 

human being can cause such 
heinous crimes, unless there is 
something drastically wrong 
with their minds and hearts.

No one is born as an evildoer, 
it is a learned behavior, and 
such learning happens when 
our lives have been filled with 
hatred, unresolved pain and 
grief. For those of you who are 
reading this, I pray that you seek 

God for peace and healing. Shalom!

th
e PEACE I LEAVE  

WITH YOU; My [perfect] peace I give 
to you; not as the world gives do I give to 

you. Do not let your heart be troubled, nor let 
it be afraid. [Let My perfect peace calm you 
in every circumstance and give you courage 

and strength for every challenge.] John 14:27

by
Dr. Dominic F Dixon

Executive Director, UNADAP

PEACEPEACE
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“A ll particular civilization is the inter-
pretation of particular human expe-
rience” Claimed by Indian National 

Bengali poet Rabindranath Tagore. Peace is one 
of the human experiences and the basic unit of 
the fundamental civilisation. Peace is the equal 
state of the human beings in equilibrium of equal 
status. Ambedkhar in his grammar of anarchy says 
“Equality may be a fiction, but nonetheless one 
must accept it as a governing principle”. In all over 
the world attaining equality is always a struggle in 
point of political and religious realms. The world-
renowned scientist, the inventor of the first vac-
cination, Benjamin Franklin, one of the founding 
fathers of United states, who bears the title of ‘The 
First American’ has claim peace can be set by the 
plan for attaining moral perfection. 

The contradiction between humans in the same 
space create restlessness, and it grows an 
unhealthy atmosphere which destroy the unity of 
the society. The human morals in latter years are 
converted in to vedas and godly laws and the 
modern kings converted in to code, the 
democrats enact them as law. 

When an established system was attacked 
then peace diminishes. Maintaining the 
established system is the major work of the 
world governments. Nations enact laws 
regulating family to ecology to maintain a 
particular system in order for the betterment of 
the world community. Benjamin Franklin defines 
order as “Let all your things have their places”. 

Now-a-days peace are meant as military order 
for the national peace, Religious commands for 
ecclesiastical peace. A nation is concerned to 
be in peace when there is no disturbance 
from the internal or external force which 
disturbs its governing order.  At present 
United states is monitoring 197 nations 
under its surveillance, when a country 
violates the unwritten law of the US, then 
it intervenes the nation and disturb its 
peace as an avatar of peace-keepers. Chinese 
aggressors have territorial problems with 18 
countries and till now it questions the peace of the 
surrounding civilized nations. 

The Kuril Island, Bolshoi Ussuriysky, the trans-
zeya, former Latvia, Ivangorod, Karelia, Kaliningrad 
and its extended list are in the unethical peace 
governance by the adjacent high-handed nations. 
The struggle for existence is not only for the 
Charles Darwin’s seedlings of plants but also it fits 
for the existence of a nation in a dignified manner. 

Benito Mussolini who established a church 
nation Vatican City was the pioneer of the second 
world war and destruction of million of human lives 
in the 20th century. From Versailles to Manhattan 
peace is not achieved even though it is written and 
spoken at hell and heaven.  The modern corporate 

imperialism or the illuminati system targets to 
divide nation in order to boot the wealth to the 
unknown world leadership. 

Peace is disturbed by some or someone to 
capture the market for the particular business 
groups, they intervene in the political system, 
economic system and even deeply penetrates in 
the social and cultural system. They determine the 
war. They determine the peace, which is the 
unaccepted ugly of the Corporate Imperialism. 

Now there is no Leo Tolstoy’s war and peace. 
The new world order is dictated and controlled by 
the unseen forces as some bible teachers predicts 
about the prophecies of the holy book. If it is true 
whether peace travels in the direction of Mark in 
the head and the right hand as prescribed by the 
Bible or as the end of the Kaliulagam as claimed 
by the Brahminical literatures. 

On diversion of the external peace many 
scientific saints under the shield of the religious 
profounder were lecturing about the inner peace 
in order to divert the real problems created by the 
unknown leader in the earthly kingdom. They give 
explanation for the family problems, jobless nature, 
bodily diseases, land problems and prosperity 
of life in order to give real solution. 

Peace is the state of harmony in 
mind and in nation. When the 

harmony is breached then 
it puts an end for 
tranquillity. And the 
question is now 
w h o s e  l a w  i s 
b r e a c h e d  t h e 
dominant or the 
powerless. Whoever 

tries to destruct the 
parapet of the others then 

th
e

k n o w l e d g e

Satish Kumar
Advocate,

Madras High Court

THE BIG 
BOSS GAME 

(PEACE)

“Equality may be a 
fiction, but nonetheless 

one must accept it 
as a governing 

principle”

there is a danger of peace and 
harmony, which the world wants to 

reconcile is always a mystery in 
the history of the world. 

Afghan, Hong Kong, Estonia 
the list extended to 25 troubled 
waters. In all these countries 
they are not fighting for survival 
but for diplomatic egos. The 

game between the big bosses 
now determines the peace and war 

in the nook and corner of the earth.
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Benito Mussolini

Rabindranath Tagore
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AN ATTEMPT TO 
TURN GRADUATES BY 
QUALIFICATION INTO 

GRADUATES OF QUALITY:

Purpose of real education is to break notions 
& conditioning of conventional wisdom, set 
not to settle but to continue the journey for 

higher craving which leads to freedom, tranquillity, 
fearlessness & humility.”

It had been 11 long years of practice is Chennai, 
now with Four Partners CA Subashini Ganapathy, 
CA Srividya Srinivasan, CA Venkatesan and CA 
Lavanya Kannan, a casual visit to my hometown 
Coonoor had a big twist awaiting for us, a new 
branch in this wonderful place. It was not in our 
roadmap to have a branch in Coonoor, it all 
happened when I had to refer fresh graduates to 
one of my clients who were looking out to hire 
them. It came in as a surprise to me that none of 
the smartest of candidates (who have scored 90+) 
could get through the interview. Though we have 
always discussed about the gap between the 
system of education and the actual requirement 
of skills in the job market, and were doing our bit 
in investing time here and there whenever possible 
in terms of Career Counselling and educating them 
on the importance of skills ( so far have addressed 
more than 15000 students across Tamilnadu), 
never thought we would make this as primary 
objective of our branch in Coonoor until this 
incident. It induced us to jump into action and the 
result is the Branch in Coonoor, when we discussed 
this with Shri.P S Sundar our wellwisher, guide and 
mentor, he gave us insights and guidance out of 
his extensive experience and ofcourse a person of 
tremendous knowledge, he was kind enough to 
inaugurate our branch on 7th of July 2021. Its been 
almost two months now and the journey has been 
quite interesting, the day two of our branch 
inauguration, Ms.Lakshita just walked up to me and 
just said “Mam, I am joining here”, so much of 
excitement, so much of hope in her eyes, that she 
has found a place for her to improve her skills, she 
was scouting for a place like this in Coonoor for 
two years since she had completed her articleship, 
she was so desperate and happy, I was not given 
a choice to think whether I should take her in, but 
really felt good that we have created a sanctuary 

for the hungry minds. And it is not just the students, 
Every day has been interesting since then in 
educating entrepreneurs as well, on the importance 
of maintaining accounts, GST, Income tax, ROC 
Compliances and lot more. Satisfaction doubled 
when we saw a few entrepreneurs, who were not 
maintaining books, have understood the 
importance and started generating proper GST 
invoices. 

“Start up” is the mantra of developing India, 
and it becomes the responsibility of Chartered 
Accountants to give the right guidance in terms 
of financial management, debt and cost of debt, 
Risk Return analysis, Funding, Compliance, Tax 
planning, expansion and decision making. Well 
trained resources coupled with the right advise at 
the right time shall steer up the growth of the 
nation.

GDP is growing faster than ever and a more 
“Compliant India” shall put growth on steroids.We 
are happy that we are able to do our part and 
witnessing visible results.

India is growing, being highest in demographic 
dividend, the responsibility to create employment 
is vital, no doubt there are lots of businesses 
coming up creating requirements for skills but the 
gap is getting wider and wider.

We as a small step are identifying the 
requirements, getting the required skill out of the 
qualified graduates and making them employable!.

AN OUNCE OF PRACTISE IS 
WORTH A THOUSAND POUNDS 
OF THEORY
 – Swami Vivekananda.
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ùNnRûRÙm, 
ùNnV®ÚlTûRÙm, 
EiûU Uô\ôUp 
GÓjÕûWlTÕRôu 

A±dûL! ùTônVôn 
Yô£lTRtLôL 
úTôXõVôL 

RVô¬dLlTÓYÕ 
A±dûL ApX! ®ûRjR ®ûRLs  

T«WôÏm úTôÕ 
CûP«ûPúV Lû[Ls 

Y[oYÕiÓ, Sôm 
ALt\ úYi¥VÕ 
Lû[Lû[ UhÓúU, 

L§oLû[ 
ApX.!

RuàP²ÚdÏm £lTôûV ùTVo ùNôpXõ AûZlTôu TûPjR[T§.  
AYàdÏ Ru TûP«p £lTônLs GjRû] GuTúR ùR¬V®pûX

úLs®L[ôp ®ûPÙm  
EiÓ, ®¥VÛm EiÓ.  

B]ôp úLs®Ls úLhPôp  
ùY°úVt\lTÓ¡ú\ôm.!

Tôû\L[ôp úLôhûP Lh¥]ôÛm TôÕLôdL 
LôYXu úYiÓm.  

B]ôp úLôhûP«u LtLû[úV §ÚÓ¡\ôu 
LôYXu.! ¨§ûV TôÕLôdL JÚ 

ùTôßlTô[o EiÓ.  
B]ôp AYu AkR 

¨ßY]j§u 

LP]ô°.!

×pùY°«p úUÙm BÓLs 
£X úSWm §ûN UôßYÕiÓ.

AkR BÓLû[ 
LiÓ©¥jÕ 

ÁiÓm 
UkûRÙPu 

úNolTYú] SpX 
úUnlTu.!

úRûY A±kÕ  
úNûY ùNnYúR £\kR 

ùRôiÓ.  
®[mTWj§tdLôL úNûY 

ùNnYRôL S¥lTÕ 
JÚúTôÕm ùRôiPôLôÕ.

ùRôiPoL[ôp 
úRokùRÓdLlTÓTYu  

RûXYu. B]ôp 
ùRôiPû]úV  

®Wh¥ A¥d¡\
ôu AjRûXYu.!

EiûUûVf ùNôpÛeLs,  

AûR EWdLf ùNôpÛeLs, 
E¬ûUûV ¨ûXSôhÓeLs..!

EeLû[f Ñt±V ùTônVô] ¨LrÜLû[  
GeLÞPu T¡okÕ ùLôsÞeLs.  

EeLs GiQeLÞm, £kRû]LÞm CeúL A±dûLVôÏm.

EeLÞPu CûQkÕ SôeLs RVô¬d¡ú\ôm CkR

SôeLs ùRôûX®p CpûX. EeLs ®Wp ùRôÓm çWj§p UhÓúU

arikkai.thereport@gmail.com
+91 94868 85101

A±dûL
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POSTMASTER’S 
INBOX

Beautiful post moks
— Luxmi

Post looks awesome
— Santhakumar

Happy ID 75 Mohan! Great job as usual!
— Dominic Dixson

Super machi
— +91 96335 61542

Super!😊
— Sasi

Very nice Sir
— Praveen

Super sir 😊
— Murugan

Dear Mohan,

INVOLVEMENT, GOODWILL & ACHIEVEMENT. 
This issue has covered good information & 
especial the comic page info hats off! Very 
good news Mohan.
— Leo

Nôo JqùYôÚ TdLj§p ùNôpXõ«ÚdÏm ùNn§Lû[ 
G°§p ×¬Ùm YiQm LXo@×p TPeLú[ôÓ 
RôeLs ®[d¡«ÚlTÕ ªL AÚûU. ùTt\  
ÑRk§Wj§u úT¦dLôlTûR L®ûR êXm 
GÓjÕûWjRÕ Suß. ReLs ùNn§ T¦ ùRôPW 
YôrjÕdLs Nôo...
— Nagarajan

Thank you all  
for you wishes, 

valuable feedback 
& suggestions

Good and revolutionary thoughts. 
— Joe Rajkumar

THANK YOU VERY MUCH....

THE POST MAKES VERY INTERESTING 
READING...
— Dominic Matthews

Mohan the post is super... 

superuu design, informative, very nice.. extra 
ordinary. kaniyaaa... kumariaa.. kottar church,... 
barbarian, chocolate, the green area is not 
seen etc is very informative and really super 
work. congrats. especially the cartoon work... 
amazing.  
— Moses

KIDS 
corner

ANDREW 
JONES A

5th std,  
Union Christian 

Public School

Son of  
J Albert Francis

1999-2002  
Batch
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Today, we have the ability to do many things 
that were not possible a few years ago, all 
thanks to phenomenal growth in processing 

power, cloud storage and bandwidth. Technology 
is evolving day by day and it has changed the way 
us humans live, purchase products, communicate, 
travel, learn and perhaps a variety of our day to 
day changes that now go by unnoticed due to 
these constant technological advancements.

Some people believe technology is a boon 
while others disagree. Technology is like two sides 
of a coin; it can create problems of enormous 
proportions and it can also solve mind-boggling 
problems with relative ease. Technology isn’t good 
or bad; it is about what mankind chooses to do 
using technology that matters.

We live in an era where people’s tastes and 
preferences are rapidly changing which also 
influences the demand of innovative technology. 
The demand for technological advancement is high 
simply because almost everything that we use has 
been innovated and upgraded to better standards, 
for instance, the transformation of “Vintage 
phones” to “Smartphones” has revolutionized our 
daily lives. 

A variety of industries have been revolutionized 
and advanced thanks to technology. Here we 
explore some of these strides that mankind has 
taken for its own good using technology:

Agriculture Adding Value with Advanced 
Technologies

Many developing countries like India are still 
largely ‘Agriculture Economies.’ Majority population 
relies on livelihood either directly or indirectly 
related to agriculture using traditional methods in 
such countries. That’s why adoption of emerging 

technologies in agriculture has grown at a fast 
pace. The core reason behind this is the tremendous 
value it brings for farmers and land owners. In the 
agriculture industry, emerging technologies like 
IoT, AI, Blockchain and Big Data is helping farmers 
under the category called “Precision Agriculture”, 
which is changing the way farmers manage their 
crops.

Agriculture industry adopts emerging 
technologies for unpredicted events, weather 
forecasts, resource or knowledge limitations, and 
poverty preventions. In agriculture industry, 
farmers frequently face uncertain crop damages 
and insurers also undergo financial losses due to 
small insurance contracts that ensure protection 
with small premiums, that leads to high overheads 
and low profit. 

The core value that emerging technologies 
brings to agriculture includes:

Monitoring the resources like chemicals, fuel, 
water, fertilizers etc.

Enhancing the quantity and quality of crops
Higher yield in the same amount of land
Reducing environmental footprint

Analyzing Earth Observation Data
Weather forecasts
Moderate Risks

Healthcare Under the Influence of Technological 
Advancement

The influence of technological innovation 
reached to healthcare, and making it more 
advanced. In healthcare, technology plays an 
important role in almost all the procedures from 
patient registration to self-care tools. Especially, 
devices like tablets and smartphones has replaced 
conventional monitoring and recording systems. 
Thanks to the technological advancements, 
patients can now have access to full consultation 
in the privacy of their own homes.

Emerging technologies like IoT, Wearable 
technology, AI and Cloud have contributed to 
services being taken out of the confines of hospital 
walls and integrated them with user-friendly, 

accessible devices. Not only this, there are many 
advancements in healthcare that have emerged 
with the rise of emerging technologies. Here are 
a few:

Electronic health records
Telemedicine
Self-service kiosks
Remote monitoring tools
Sensors and wearable technology
Real-time monitoring services
Voice-assisted devices
The Cloud Storage

Transportation Taking New Road to Innovation
The transport industry is currently undergoing 

significant changes thanks to transformative 
transportation technologies. Although we have 
become familiar to jam-packed public transport 
and long international flights, the future 
transportation is on its way to change these 
situations very soon and it is in the midst of a 
revolution. Emerging technologies like IoT and AI 
are advancing the efficiency of current 
transportation methods along with the new 
inventions that are self-confident to reshape the 

way people move on the roads. 
The Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence 

assures that all people and vehicles are connected 
through the same networks and collects the 
necessary data. These highly connected networks 
could possibly help in utilizing some important 
features of our daily driving for:

Route Planning
Accident Prevention
Safety
The real time passenger information in the 

system assisted the travelers with all the real time 
updates helping them to plan their journey well. 
Air quality monitoring allowed to check on quality 
of air and estimate pollution level. The entire 
system is running live in various counties of UK 
and Australia.

Key Features:
Air quality monitoring
Real time passenger information

Fault and asset management
Strategic control and command
Adaptive control platform for real time traffic
Travel information portal
Cont….
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ON OCTOBER ISSUE, 
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call for classifieds
To advertise business, education, art 

and employment related 
advertisements in The Post, mail to 

thepost.siga@gmail.com

To publish Employee Wanted and Job 
Wanted advertisements in The Post, 
contact thepost.siga@gmail.com

Share your joy and sorrow with us. 
Contact thepost.siga@gmail.com  

to get wishes and obituaries  
shared in The Post. 

Share your knowledge with others, 
through The Post! Write to us at 

thepost.siga@gmail.com about any 
new informative knowledge that you 

may know or have read about, and get 
it published in The Post. 

Share your Bio – data and experiences with 
The Post at thepost.siga@gmail.com. 
The bio – data will be reviewed by 
professionals and based on the 
qualifications, you will be linked to 
companies seeking employees.  If you 
require more training to improve your 
career growth, you will be linked to 
training groups at the end of which lies 
new employment opportunities for you. 

Are you 
Looking for a 
job?


